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Enjoy the experience of exploring Holbox. 
 
 

Hotel Las Nubes invites you to explore Holbox and live endless experiences.  
 
Holbox is a small white sand island located at the north of Quintana Roo, where 
the waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea are united. The island has 
paradisiacal virgin beaches that seem infinite; sandbars that emerge from the sea, 
giving birth to corridors surrounded with crystalline waters that are intermixed with 
a mangrove and numerous channels that go through the Yum Balam Biosphere 
reserve, and at the same time it acts as the shelter of tenths of birds, fish and 
turtles.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
The caribbean town of Holbox stands out for its polite people and its sandy streets, 
all the people move around by bicycle or golf carts since there are almost no cars 
in the island.  
 
A caribbean easy going architecture with woven palm roofs gives way to a wide 
gastronomic variety. Styles and fusions of Mayan, Italian, Japanese, Cuban and 
Mexican cuisine always prepared with fresh products from the sea, such as lobster 
and octopus, fished at shore and brought to your table by the own settlers.  
 
The gastronomic fusion is probably due to the European, Caribbean and 
American travelers that were captivated by the beauty of the island and decided 
to indefinitely extend their visit, and thus they set up restaurants and bars that offer 
a space for the tourists and the natives with unique recipes such as lobster pizza, 
ceviche, aguachile and several dishes prepared with sea bass, halibut and 
octopus. 
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The streets hold one more secret: they tell the story, the identity and the traditions 
of the island through attractive murals with ecological touches, which are 
renewed year after year in the Public Arts International Festival, in which artists from 
around the world flood and interpret the life and soul of the island, giving an 
unusual color perspective to the white walls and the streets with sand that will look 
that way all year round. An outdoor art gallery!. 
 
 

 
 
 
The landscape is absorbed by the nature that surrounds the island and by the 
coexistence of its other visitors that migrate year after year.  
 
We are talking about the whale shark, the biggest fish of the world, a peaceful 
and calm animal that the settlers call “domino” because of its dark color and its 
strange pattern of white spots. This noble giant comes to the island in search of 
food and a safe sanctuary. Holbox is one of the few places in the world where it is 
possible to swim near the whale shark. “Domino” is not the only island visitor, tenths 
of manta rays, dolphins, turtles and flamingoes arrive at different times of the year, 
offering exceptional experiences. 
 
Another experience offered by Holbox is the tour around the Bird Island (isla 
Pájaros), a sanctuary that protects over 140 species of birds, or Passion Island (isla 
Pasión), praised by its beautiful virgin beaches, an idyllic space to relax and to 
share with your partner.  
 
If you want to refresh yourself, the best option is to visit the natural well, Yalahua, to 
swim and to enjoy the healing benefits of the mystical natural spring. 
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Las Nubes de Holbox offers an incomparable scenario thanks to its location near 
the seashore and thanks to being the only hotel that borders the virgin beaches of 
the island. Just a few steps away from the rooms, the sand bars begin, the ideal 
place to rest on the sand and to relax with the soft sound of the Mexican 
Caribbean waves.  
 
Las Nubes has 28 rooms, each of which has its own unique essence, from small 
bungalows to wide suites with magnificent views of the island and the sea that can 
be enjoyed from the comfort of the hammocks, the balconies and the terraces. To 
explore the island, hotel Las Nubes has bicycles, kayaks and paddle boards 
available and free for the guests.  
 
Some of the tours and experiences that hotel Las Nubes offers are: 
� Tour with the whale shark 
� Snorkeling in Cabo Catoche 
� Passion Island (Islas Pasión), Bird Island (isla Pájaros) and Yalahau natural spring 
� Contoy Island National Park 
� Horse tour around the island 
� Discovering dolphins and flamingoes 
� Night tour in search of crocodiles in the river 
� Recreational fishing trip and fly fishing 
 
Don’t miss the chance to visit Holbox and enjoy the hotel Las Nubes, the Paradise 
where the sky embraces the sea.  
 

if you want to know more about the hotel Las Nubes we invite you to download 
the following press kit. 
 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/55dilwm4rh1btqh/AABnUX0gDfMJCH0ihR2309AGa?dl=0 

 
Hotel boutique Las Nubes de Holbox 
Paseo Kuká s/n, Zona Hotelera 
Isla de Holbox, Quintana Roo, México 
Teléfono 52 (984) 875 2300 
reservas@lasnubesdeholbox.com 
http://www.lasnubesdeholbox.com/Espanol/index.htm 
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